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Abslmct. The Beam-Atmosphere Interaction (BAI) involves the imitation created in the earth's 
upper atmosphere by electron beams emitted from a low altitude spacecraft. This process is de- 
scribed by two coupled non-linear differential electron transport equations for the up-going (along a 
magnetic field line) and down-going differential energy flux. The equations are solved numerically, 
using the MSIS atmospheric model and the IRI ionospheric model, yielding estimates of the differ- 
ential electron energy flux density at  the spacecran location. At altitudes below 200-250 km and for 
beam energies around 1 keV, it is shown that secondary electrons supply a significant contribution 
to the return current to  the spacecraft and tliereby reduce the spacecraft potential. Our numerical 
results are in good agreement with observations from the CHARGE-:! sounding rocket experiment. 
A more detailed study of the BAI as iC relates the CHARGG2 observations are found in [Neubert 
et al., 19901. 

The return current to an electron beam-emitting spacecraft will, in general, have two components 
arising from completely different processes. The first component is the "classic" current that flows 
from the ambient plasma to a charged conductor, which we will refer to as the passive current 
[Langrnrrir and Blodgett, 1924; Beard and Johnson, 1961; Parker and Murphy, 19671. The second 
component, the active current, relies on the electron beam or the charged spacecraft as a generator 
of return current electrons. Experiments performed from the space shuttle [Waterman ct al., 1988] 
and rockets [Winckler et al., 1975; Myers et al., 1989) have pointed out the importance of this 
component. The active current my be generated by a Beam-Plasma I~teraction (BPI), a Beamn- 
Plasma Discharge (BPD), a Beam-Atmosphere Interaction (BAI), or a Peilning type discharge 
(PD). For a review see L~nson  [1382]. 

The CHARGE-:! tethered rocket experiment has provided the first direct measurements allowing 
to differentiate between the active and passive components of the rrturn current, at least for the 
altitude range from 160 - 260 km [Myers ef al., 1989; Grlchnst ct 01. .  19901. The observations 
indicated to us that the BAI was a likely candidate for the generation mechanism of the active 
current. Furthermore, quantitative estimates of the electron fluxes and electrori energy spectra 
generated sa a result of this procerr ate possible and has been done for the case of energetic auroral 
electrons precipitating in the earth's upper atmosphere [Banks et al.. 1974). 

This paper presents a summary of the results presented a t  the conference on spacecraft charging 
held in Monterey in October, 1989. A more detailed presentation is give11 in Neubert el al. [1990]. 
The following section describer briefly the CHARGE2 experiment and the observations of the 
return currents to the spacecraft during electron beam emissions. Then follows a description of 
the method developed to study electron fluxes generated by artificial electron beams. Finally, we 
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model the B.41 return current for the CIiARCE-2 experinlent and find good agreement between 
observed and modeled currents. 

The CllARCE-2 payload consisted of two sections, a lrlothrr and a Daughter section, which were 
electrically connected by an insulated tether. The experiment was designed to study phenomena 
related to electron beam emissions from spacecraft as well as  the electrodyoarnic interaction of a 
tethered system with ambient ionospheric plasmas [ S a s a k ~  e l  01.. 19881. During the flight, the two 
sections drifted apart in a direction roughly perpendicular to the spacecraft velocity and to the 
earth's magnetic field. Apogee was at  261 km altitude and the maximum separation d~stance of 
the two payloads was 426 m, reached at  the end of the fligl~t. 

A sc l r t '~~ia t~c  drawing of the CIIAIiCE-2 payload is slrown In F~gure  I .  The blotlrer carr~rd an 
electron beam accelerator emitting beams with electron energies of 1 keV and currents up to 48 
mA. Return currents were collected by both the Mother (I.\!) and the Daughter ( I D )  during beam 
injections. The electron beam current (Ibeam) was measured by a Rogowski coil and the tether 
current ( I t e t h e r )  was measured by a tether current monitor. Assuming that the beam escaped the 
Mother payload, we have I D  = Itether and 1.w = Ibeam - I te ther  

The tether impedance was relatively low (4 LQ) in certain experimental sequences and the tether 
current was typically less than 6 mA. As a consequence, the potential difference between the two 
payloads was less than 24 V and small compared to the potentials of 200-600 V reached by the 
Mother payload. Thus the two payloads were at  almost the same potential during these particular 
sequences. Since the Daughter w a s  separated by up to  several hundred meters from the Mother 
in the directron perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field and therefore was weli outside of the 
disturbed region around the beam column, the Daughter return current represents a measurement 
of the passive return current. The return current to the Mother contains both a passive and an 
active comporrent. 

Figure 2 shows the fraction of the beam current collected by the Daughter as a function of 
altitude. The labels SQ2 through SQ6 mark the beam emission sequences performed during the 
flight numbered in time-sequential order. Also indicated is the ratio of the Daughter collecting area 
to the collecting area of both payloads, A D / A ~ , ~ . I .  At high altitudes, around 250 krn, the tether 
current approaches 0.3 times the beam current. This value is close to A ~ / A t ~ t , l ,  indicating that the 
two payloads collect return currents roughly in proportion to their areas, which is to be expected 
for passive current collection. Thus a t  high altitudes, where the ambient plasma density is large 
and the neutral density is low, the payloads mainly collect currents from the ambient plasma. The 
return currents and corresponding spacecraft potentials observed during the flight have been found 
in accordance with the model of Parker and Murphy [ M y e r s  el a l . ,  1989; Mandel l  e t  o l . ,  19901. 

As the altitude decreases, the current collected by the Daughter decresses such that by an alti- 
tude of 180 km and below almost no current is collected by the Daughter. Assuming that the beam 
escapes the near environment of the Mother payload, we conclude that the active component of the 
return current, which flows directly to the Mother, increases with decreasing altitude. Since the 
ambient neutral atmospheric density also increases with decreasrrig altitude, such an altitude de- 
pendence is suggestive of a DAI process. In the following sect1011 we describe the method developed 
to quantify the fluxes generated by BAI.  

The code developed to study the iuteraction of an electron h a m  with the earth's upper at- 
mosphere solves two coupled first order non-linear differential equations in the forward and the 
backward flux of electrons streaming in the direction of the ambient magnetic field. The equaltons 
coupling the lorward differential energy flux, Q + ,  and the backward flux, 4- ,  arc given hq 



Here u2(z, E) is the cross section describmg ;he loss of flux in the energy range E to k' + 
d E ,  ul(z,E) is the cross section describ~ng the elast~c back-scattering of electrons, Q(:, E )  is the 
electron production rate in the range E to E t d E  due to ionization processes and cascad~ng of 
electrons down in energy from higher energy b~ns ,  and L ( E )  describes the losses due to a finite 
spacecraft velocity. The cross sections take into account ionization of the atmospheric neutral 
species, back-scatter of electrons by neutral and charged particles. elastic and inelastic collisions. 
cascading of electrons down in energy etc. The coordinate system is chosen such that the z-axis is 
along the magnetic field with @+ streaming in the positive direction. To account for pitch angle 
effects, an average pitch angle of 54.W was used. The equations in their detailed form. exclud~ng 
the term describing losses due to finite spacecraft velocities, are discussed in detail in Barks ct  a/. 
[1974]. 

The altitude domain is divided into two regions: one is between the lower altitude boundary 
(70 km) and the spacecraft altitude, and the other is between the spacecraft altitude and the 
upper altitude boundary (900 km). First, the differential electron flux of a beam emitted from the 
spacecraft is aasurned a t  the spacecraft altitude. The beam may be emitted either up or down, but 
let us assume in the following that the beam is emitted down. The fluxes are then determined in 
the region between the lower boundary and the spacecraft altitude In the same way as was done for 
the case of auroral electron fluxes. Next, the upward return flu found at  the spacecraft altitude is 
emitted upwards, and the flux equations are solved in the region from the spacecraft altitude and 
to  the upper boundary. The downward flux generated at the spacecraft altitude is added to the 
beam flux and the procedure. is repeated untd satisfactory convergence IS reached. 

The effect of a finite spacecraft velocity has been a p  raximated by the inclusion of the loss term 
L ( E )  in equations ( I )  and (2). The loss tern1 can be d .ermined from the following considerations: 
The beam is ~ s u m e d  to fill a volume with the hnenslon dr perpend~cular to the nlagnetic field. The 
spacecraft velocity component perpendicular to the magnetrc field. r I .  gibes rise to a perpendicular 
flux 01 through the area element dzdr  as seer1 In the spacecraft reference system. This flux is lost 
to the beam flux-tube and the loss term can be expressed as 

whore IS the particle velocity along the field. 

The electron beam flux is modelled by a Gaussian distribut~on in energy centered around 1 
key attd with an energy width of 10%. The beam is assumed to fil l  a Rux-tube w t h  a d~rncns~un 
perpendicular to the rnagnetlc field of 10 rn, wh~ch corresponds to 4 heam electron g y r w r a d ~ ~  (for 
90' pitch angle). This choice of beam column width is in accordarlre with observat~ons o b t a ~ ~ i c J  
in the Spacelab-2 experiment flown on the space shuttle [Frank t t  o l ,  l!IPY] and i n  the EC'110- 
7 sounding rocket experiment [Wtnkkr c l  o l . ,  19891 The beam is enutted downwards for the  
range of spacecraft altitudes and corresponding perperldicular v4oc1t1es uht a111es.l in the CI IAl l~ ;  t:- 
2 experiment and it is assumed that the Mother collects only a s ~ r ~ a l l  fractmn or thp return flux- 
'The SISIS/86 rnodcl [Htd~n .  19871 is used for the neutral atrnosphrrv ( . V r .  0, and 0 )  and the I I I I  
model [ B ~ l ~ l r a .  19861 1s used for the ionosphere. The rrlodels are those currespo~id~ng to the l u c d  
time, s e w n ,  geographic location etc of the launch The IR1 nlollrl uf rlwrrorl d * n ~ ~ t ~ e s  corllp:trl.- 
well with the electron densities observed dunng the flight [Algcrs. 191(9] 



An example of the differential energy flux spectrum obtalned at  the locatron of the Mother 
platform when it is at  an a l t~ tude of 260 km is shown in Figure 3. The two components of the 
fluxes shown are the flux streaming in the direction of the beam (down) and the f l u  strearrung 
counter to the beam (up). The downward flux consists of two contributions, the primary electron 
beam which is seen with a peak at  the beam energy, and the flux inc~dent from above the spacecraft, 
seen a t  lower energies. 

The fluxes as a function of al t~tude and for fixed energles are shown in Figure 4, for the I-keV 
electron beam energy and in Figure 4b for l@eV electrons. The spacecraft altitude is agam 260 
km as indicated on the figures and the beam is emitted downwards. The downward flux shown 
in Figure 4a is discontinuous at  the spacecraft altitude. This fact simply reflects the location of 
the beam source at this altitude. If aimed downwards, a spectrometer mounted on the spacecraft 
will observe a value of the back-scattered flux corresponding to a,,, at the spacecraft altitude. If 
the spectrometer is aimed upwards ,.lid in the opposite direction to the beam it will ubrervc a flux 
corresponding to the value of the upper branch of adown at the spacecraft al t~tude.  The downward 
flux shown in Figure 4b is continuous because no beam electrons are emitted at 10 eV 

As can be seen from Figures 4a and 4b, energetic electron flu \ cs  arc penerared along the magnetic 
field out to  considerable distances from the spacecraft .I. low al t~tudes the electron fluxes approach 
zero and become omni-directional because of s! .itLer~ng in the dense atmosphere. The upward flux 
decreases rt.icr:.vely slowly with altitude. Thls effect is caused by a decrease In the ambient neutral 
density or an increase in the mean f r e  path which allow the electrons to escape almost freely. 
Similarly, the downward electron flux increases f i m l  essrntially zern a t  high altitudes to large values 
a t  lower altitudes. The creatlon of electron fluxes extendlng along the direction of the magnetic 
field both above and bclow the payload to distances far beyond the payload potential sheath region 
is in qualitative agreement with optical observations made during the Excede 2 [O'Ned el ol, 1978) 
and the Echo 7 [Wincklcr  et  ol. ,  19891 sounding rocket exper~ments. 

The current densities, ~ ~ ~ ' ( z , ) ,  at the spacecraft location. z,. can be found by Integrating the 
return fluxes over energy. Since the fluxes and thereby the BAI return currents are proportional 
to the emitted beam current it is convenient to define the parameter .2 as the sum of the current 
densities from both directions normalized to the ermtted beam current density. 

Jbeom 

As can be seen from (.I), .\ represents a gain factor In t'rgure 5 is shown the variation of .I 
during the CEiARGE-2 flight. The different vaiues of .I dur~ng the upleg and the downleg are 
caused by changes in v l .  During the upleg v l  was larger tha~ i  durlng the downleg. 

The values shown in Fip:res 3-5 have been calculated assunurlg that only a m a i l  fraction of the 
flux is collected by the spacecraft. As shown in iVeubcri  e l  01. [1090j the sheath area of the Mother. 
A, is about 12.8 m2 when charged to 400 V .  With the assunrpt~cw that the flux-tube cross-wctional 
area is 100 rn2, the payload actually collects about 13% of the electrons ~n the flux-tube and thus 
the values shown in Figures 3-5 are sllgtltly overestimated 

The returrl current to the .\lother given by the NASC't\l'/LEO cstlrnatrr ( the  passlve current) 
is shown in Figure Sa as a funct~on ~f t l ~ p  observed rpturr~ current For most of the wlurts the 
model currcnt IS lower than the ol)served current. Extrwne drffercnces can be sees, esprcrallv for 
the data powt marked w ~ t h  an hster~sk. T l~ i r  observat~vn was performed 3 t  a low alt~tude durlng 
the downleg. Here the model current IS less than I n1.4 wh~le the observd return current was 36 
mA. 



Figure 6b shows an estimate of the return current when the BAI current is added to the passive 
current. The BAI current has been found from the relation 

As can be seen from Figure 6b, the agreement between this new model estimate of the return 
current and the observed return current is much better. The data point marked with an asterisk 
is now lifted to a value slightly larger than the observed value. 

Under the simple assumption that the beam flux-tube h a  a cross-sectional area of 100 m2, the 
total return current to the Mother payload is found to  be in reasonable agreement with the observed 
return current. We also find that  the predictions from the model of electron flux- extending to large 
distances in the direction of the emitted beam as well as in the opposite direction is in qualitative 
agreement with optical observations performed in past experiments [O'Nei l  el of, 1978; Winckler 
el al., 19891. Similarly, the prediction of electron fluxes incident on the spacecraft from both 
hemispheres is in qualitative agreement with observations [W~ncklcr e l  01.. 19751. A quantitative 
investigation of the BAI currents generated during electron beam emissions in experiments other 
than the CHARGE-2 experiment will be reported in a separate publication. 

One of the main shortcomings of the model is the uncertainty of the cross-sectional area of 
the beam flux-tube and the variation of the eleclron fluxes across this area. A more rigorous 
treatment of the problem would involve Monte Carlo techniques to determine the dimension and 
the distribution of electrons across the Aux-tube. 

R e  have shown that  a hot electron distribution will be generated by the BAI. The observations of 
a hot component is then not an immediate evidence for BPI. In fact, the hot component generated 
through BAI may dominate the cold ambient plasma component and therefore be important for 
a realistic model of BPI. To illustrate this, we show in Figure 7 the beam current, defined 
M the beam current for which IeA1 = &homal, as a function of altitude. The arrows indicate 
the upleq and downleg portioris of the curve. In the region of high beam current, to the right of 
the curve, the BAI current is larger than the thermal current. This implies that in this region 
the plasma in the flux-tube around the beam and the payload is dominated by a hot component. 
This will be the case in particular for the forth-coming Chargc2B rocket experiment schedu!ed for 
1991. Here, it will be attempted to emit beams with energies of 3 keV and currents of 3 A ,  with 
neutral gas releases and thruster emissions as means of enhancing the return current collection to 
the spacecraft. 

We are grateful for the support of A rof. Andrew Nagy and Dr. Janet liozyra who inade 
the original photo electron and auroral electron code available to us and helped us with inany 
questions that  came up during our eHbrt to rnod~fy the code for artific~al electron beams. The 
experimental work was sponsored by ?(':\SA and the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory urider 
YASA grant NAG W- 1566, by NASA un&r cwtracts NASE-35350 and SAG5-607, and by RADC 
under contract FlY628-89-K-0040. 
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FIGURE CAPTIOSS 

Figure 1. Configuration of the C H A R G E 2  payload and the electron 
current system around the payload during electron beam emissions. Ibeam 
is the emitted beam electron current, Ifcth.+ is the electron current in the 
tether, IM is the return current to the Mother, and I D  is the return 
current to the Daughter. 

Figure 2. Tether to beam current ratio, Itefher/lbcom. as a function of 
altitude. SQ2 through S Q 6  marks in time-sequentla1 order the experi- 
mental sequences performed during the Right. A h  indicated is the ratio 
of the Daughter collecting area to the total collecting area of Mother and 
Daughter, . 4~ /&r~r .  

Figure 3. The upward and the downward differential electron flu as 
a function of energy a t  the spacecraft altitude ( 2 6 0  km). The beam is 
emitted downward with an rnergy of 1 keV and a current of 100 rnA ( the  
fluxes scale linearly with the beam current). The primary beam is seen 
as the peak at  I keV in the downward flu. 

Figure 4. The differential electron fluxes as function of altitude for the 
same parameters used in figure 3. (a) I-keV electrons and (b) 10-eV 
electrons. 

Figure 5. A ;io a function of altitude. 

Figure 6. Model estimates of the return current to the Mother vr. o b  
served return current. a )  The model aseurnes passive current collection 
only ( N A S C A P / L E O  estimates). b) The model includes passive and BAI 
return currents. 

Figure 7. The beam current for which the thermal current to the Mother 
equals the BAI current as a function of altitude. The arrows indicate the 
upleg and downleg portions of the flight. 
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